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Abstract: Here we provide analytical pricing formula of corporate defaultable bond with both expected and 
unexpected default in the case with stochastic default intensity. In the case with constant short rate and 
exogenous default recovery using PDE method, we gave some pricing formula of the defaultable bond under 
the conditions that 1)expected default recovery is the same with unexpected default recovery; 2) default 
intensity follows one of 3 special cases of Willmott model; 3) default intensity is uncorrelated with firm value. 
Then we derived a price formula of a credit default swap. And in the case of stochastic short rate and 
exogenous default recovery using PDE method, we gave some pricing formula of the defaultable bond under 
the conditions that 1) expected default recovery is the same with unexpected default recovery; 2) the short rate 
follows Vasicek model; 3) default intensity follows one of 3 special cases of Willmott model; 4) default 
intensity is uncorrelated with firm value; 5) default intensity is uncorrelated with short rate. Then we derived a 
price formula of a credit default swap. We give some credit spread analysis, too. 
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$ 1. Introductions 
There are two main approaches to pricing defaultable corporate bonds; one is the structural 
approach and the other one is the reduced form approach. 
The structural approach is initiated by Merton, Black and Cox, Geske, and subsequently 
developed by Longstaff and Schwartz and etc. In the structural method, we think that the default 
event occurs when the firm value reaches a certain lower threshold (default barrier) from the 
above. Such a default can be expected. According to the structural approach’s idea, if the firm 
value is larger than the default threshold very much, then we could think the firm has no default 
risk. But in reality, the corporate bond price is also cheaper than the default free zero coupon bond 
price in such a circumstance. This difference could be seen as a reflection of the unexpected 
default risk of corporate bonds, so structural approach cannot reflect all of credit risks, it means 
that the structural approach underestimates credit risk. This is the shortcoming of the structural 
approach.  
In the reduced-form approach, the default is treated as an unpredictable event governed by a 
default intensity process, the default event has no any correlation with the firm value. So the 
default might not occur in very low asset values and therefore default event would be unexpected. 
Duffie - Singleton, Jarrow - Turnbull, Jarrow-Lando-Turnbull and some other people studied the 
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reduced form model. In the reduced-form approach, the default probability in infinitesimal time 
interval is called a default intensity and the difference of corporate bond price from the default free 
zero coupon bond price is considered to come from credit risk, and default intensity is defined 
using this difference. But in fact, the difference of corporate bond price from the default free zero 
coupon bond price could depend not only on credit risk but also on other factors, thus the reduced 
form model overrates credit risk. This is the shortcoming of the reduced form approach. 
In order to overcome the shortcoming of every approach and improve the quality of modeling, 
one of the recent trends is to combine elements of the two approaches. [Belanger-Shreve-Wong 
2001, Cathcart-El Jahel 2003, Realdon 2004] 
Cathcart-El Jahel (2003) using PDE method provided a semi-analytical pricing formula of 
defaultable bond with both expected and unexpected default when the short rate follows CIR 
model and default intensity is linearly dependent on the short rate. They studied the case with 
exogenous default recovery and no correlation of firm value and short rate, and they assumed that 
unexpected default recovery and expected default recovery are the same. 
Jiang-Luo (2005) studied the same problem with Cathcart-El Jahel (2003), but in their model, 
short rate follows Vasicek model and they assume that correlation of firm value and short rate is 
not necessarily zero, and furthermore they provided analytical pricing formula using PDE method. 
Realdon(2004) using PDE method provided an analytical pricing formula of defaultable bond 
with both expected and unexpected default in the case with constant short rate and endogenous 
default recovery when the default intensity is constant. And they also provided an analytical 
pricing formula in the case that short rate is uncorrelated with firm value and default recovery is 
exogenous when the default intensity is constant. They didn’t assume that unexpected and 
expected default recoveries are the same. 
In this paper, we study the pricing problem of defaultable bond with both expected and 
unexpected default in the case with stochastic default intensity.  
Wilmott (1998) established a very general model for default intensity (hazard rate) process and 
using PDE method provided some pricing formula of defaultable bond with unexpected default 
only and no default recovery. On the other hand, from investment grade corporate bonds data, 
Collin-Solnik (2001) obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters when unexpected 
default intensity follows Vasicek-like model (Wilmott model includes it). This fact supports the 
usefulness of Wilmott model for default intensity in real data. 
In this paper, we provide an analytical pricing formula of corporate defaultable bond with both 
expected and unexpected default in the case with stochastic default intensity. In the case with 
constant short rate and exogenous default recovery using PDE method, we gave some pricing 
formula of the defaultable bond under the conditions that 1) expected default recovery is the same 
with unexpected default recovery; 2) default intensity follows one of 3 special cases of Wilmott 
model; 3) default intensity is uncorrelated with firm value. And then we derived a pricing formula 
of a credit default swap. In the case with stochastic short rate (three factor model) and exogenous 
default recovery  using PDE method, we gave some pricing formula of the defaultable bond 
under the conditions that 1) expected default recovery is the same with unexpected default 
recovery; 2) the short rate follows Vasicek model; 3) default intensity follows one of 3 special 
cases of Willmott model; 4) default intensity is uncorrelated with firm value; 5) default intensity is 
uncorrelated with short rate. And then we derived a pricing formula of a credit default swap. We 
gave some credit spread analysis. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 and 3 deal with constant short 
rate and section 4 and 5 deal with stochastic short rate. 
In section 2, we studied the pricing problem of corporate zero coupon bond with unexpected 
default only. Its aim is to clarify the effect of stochastic unexpected default intensity. Here we 
assume that default intensity process follows Wilmott model and establish a pricing PDE model 
for corporate zero coupon bond with unexpected default only, and then using the structural 
solution method, we provide no default probability formulae and pricing formulae of defaultable 
bonds with face value exogenous recovery and market price exogenous recovery in the 3 special 
cases of Wilmott model for default intensity. 
In section 3 we studied the pricing formula of the corporate zero coupon bond with both of 
expected default and unexpected default. Here we used the “Corporate Zero Coupon Bond with 
Unexpected Default only” (considered in previous section) as a “virtual bond” to hedge the risk of 
unexpected default in establishing the pricing PDE model. And then using the separating variables 
method, we provide no default probability formula and pricing formula of defaultable bond with 
face value exogenous recovery in the 3 special cases of Wilmott model for default intensity. In the 
end of the section we derived a price formula of a credit default swap. 
In section 4, we studied the pricing problem of corporate zero coupon bond with unexpected 
default only. Its aim is to clarify the effect of stochastic unexpected default intensity. Here we 
assume that the short rate follows Vasicek model and default intensity process follows Wilmott 
model and establish a pricing PDE model for corporate zero coupon bond with unexpected default 
only. And then using the method of separating variables and the result of section 2, we provide no 
default probability formula and pricing formula of defaultable bond with face value exogenous 
recovery in the 3 special cases of Wilmott model for default intensity. Next using the structural 
solution method, we provide no default probability formula and pricing formula of defaultable 
bond with market price exogenous recovery in another 3 special cases (more general than before) 
of Wilmott model for default intensity. 
In section 5 we studied the pricing formula of the corporate zero coupon bond with both of 
expected default and unexpected default. Here as in section 3, we used the “Corporate Zero 
Coupon Bond with Unexpected Default only” (considered in previous section) as a “virtual bond” 
to hedge the risk of unexpected default in establishing the pricing PDE model. And then using the 
change of numeraire by default free zero coupon bond and the method of separating variables, we 
provide no default probability formula and pricing formula of defaultable bond with face value 
exogenous recovery in the 3 special cases of Wilmott model for default intensity. In the end of the 
section we derived a price formula of a credit default swap. 
In section 6, we give some credit spread analysis. 
$ 2. The Pricing Corporate Zero Coupon Bond with Unexpected Default only. 
In order to clarify the effect of stochastic unexpected default intensity, we consider the simplest 
case that the price of corporate zero coupon bond is not effected by the firm value but only 
effected by unexpected default. 
Main assumptions are as follows: 
Assumption 1: The short-term interest rate r is constant. 
Assumption 2: The unexpected default probability in [t, t + dt] is pt dt, the default intensity pt 
follows  
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dWtpsdttpadp ),(),( +=    (on natural measure)         (2.1) 
Assumption 3: Default recovery is given as the form of face value exogenous recovery  
(R⋅ e−r(T−t), R: const) or as the form of market price exogenous recovery (R × bond price at default 
time). 
Assumption 4: Our Corporate bond price is given by the function ),(ˆˆ tpCC = . 
A Financial explanation about assumptions:  
We suppose that such a model is not only useful when we do not know the circumstance of the 
firm value but also used as a “virtual bond” to hedge the risk of unexpected default even when we 
know very well about the circumstance of the firm value, as shown in next section. In assumption 
3 face value exogenous recovery means that default recovery is the same with paying R at 
maturity. 
 
The Deriving of PDE model. 
Here, we have no any underlying asset with which to hedge the risk of pt. The only traded 
asset is our bond as a derivative of our independent variable pt and so the only way to construct a 
hedged portfolio is by hedging one bond with a bond of a different maturity [Wilmott 98].  
Let denote the price of a bond with maturity Ti and default recovery Ri by Ci(p, t; Ti), i = 1, 2. 
Construct a portfolio:  
Π = C1 − ∆ C2 
such that it is risk-free, that is, 
dΠ = dC1 − ∆dC2 = rΠdt                       (2.2) 
 
(i) The case of no default (with probability 1 − pt dt) 
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(ii) The case of default (with probability pt dt) 
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(2.4)× (1 − pt dt) + (2.5)× pt dt, considering (2.2) and neglecting the higher order infinitesimal 
of dt, then we have 
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The left hand of this equation is a function of T1 but not T2, and the right hand is a a function 
of T2 but not T1. Thus the both sides must be a function – ap(p, t) independent of maturity date. So 
we have the equation of corporate bond with unexpected default intensity pt: 
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Denote by  
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λ(p, t) is called a market price of risk pt and ap(p, t) is called a risk neutral drift of pt, that is, in 
the risk neutral measure, (2.1) is changed to  
1),(),( dWtpsdttpadp pp += , (on risk neutral martingale measure)(2.8) 
here sp(p, t) = s(p, t) is not changed. 
Thus remove the mountain symbol ^ for simplicity and consider the recovery assumption 3, 
then we have the PDE model for pricing corporate bond with unexpected default intensity pt 
only: 
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It is a terminal value problem of non homogeneous parabolic equation with variable coefficients. 
Use numeraire as bank save account, that is, 
)( tTrueC −−= ,                                 (2.10) 
Then we get the non homogeneous equation with risk free rate 0: 
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Use change of unknown function  
û = u − R ,                              (2.11) 
Then we get the homogeneous equation with risk free rate 0 ; 
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Use again change of unknown function  
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û = W(1 − R),                            (2.13) 
Then we get 
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From (2.10), (2.11) and (2.13), our defaultable bond price is represented by W as 
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That is, the price of our defaultable bond at time t can be seen as an expectation of the current 
value of the bond in the case of no default and the value of the bond in the case of default at time t. 
So W(p, t) in (2.13) can be regarded as a probability at time t of no default in the case of default 
intensity p and thus the equation (2.14) is a PDE equation of no default probability when default 
intensity is p. 
 
In order to solve (2.14), we restrict ourselves into the following case as in [Wilmott:1998]: 
Assumption 5): In (2.8), ap(p, t) and sp2(p, t) are linear on p, that is 
ptetdtpsptctbtpa pp )()(),(;)()(),(
2 +=−= .               (2.16) 
Then we have the solution of (15) in the form of  
pTtBTtAetpW ),(),(),( −= .                           (2.17) 
We can find the explicit expressions of A(t, T) and B(t, T). (see appendix 1.) 
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Thus, In the case when the default intensity pt satisfies one of 3 models in (2.18), the price of 
corporate bond with unexpected default intensity pt is given by 
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where B(t, T) and A(t, T) are respectively given by (2.18) and (2.19).  
Remark: The formulae (2.20) and (2.21) are also true in the case when the default intensity pt 
satisfies the models (2.16) but do not satisfy one of the conditions of (2.18), although in this case 
B(t, T) cannot have an explicit formula. 
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The financial meaning of (2.20) is clear as mentioned in the above. The financial meaning of 
(2.21) is as follows: the first term of (2.21) is the current price of the part to be given to bond 
holder regardless of default occurs or not, and the second term is the allowance dependent on 
default probability at time t. If at some moment t, the default is certain (W(p, t) = 0), then the price 
of the bond at t is exactly the current price of default recovery. And as shown in formula (2.21), if 
R = 0, that is, if there is nothing to recover in case of default, then the bond price is the product of 
zero coupon bond and survival probability; and if R = 1, that is, if there is no any loss in case of 
default, then the bond price is the same with zero coupon bond.  
Note: The case of market price recovery : Then the pricing equation (2.9) becomes 
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It is a terminal value problem of homogeneous parabolic equation with variable coefficients. 
Use numeraire as bank save account, that is, 
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Then we get the homogeneous equation with risk free rate 0: 
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This equation has the same type with (2.14), so under the assumption (2.16), it has the solution of 
following type: 
pTtBTtAetpu ),(),(),( −= .                           (2.24) 
Here A, B are similarly given as in the above. 
$ 3.  The Pricing Corporate Zero Coupon Bond with Default Barrier. 
In this section, we studied the pricing formula of the Corporate Zero Coupon Bond with both 
of expected default and unexpected default. Here we used the “Corporate Zero Coupon Bond with 
Unexpected Default only” (considered in previous section) as a “virtual bond” to hedge the risk of 
unexpected default in deriving the pricing PDE. 
Main Assumptions are as follows:  
Assumption 1: Short-term rate r is constant; 
Assumption 2: The firm value V consists of m shares of traded assets S and n sheets of zero 
coupon bonds: 
ttt nCmSV +=                               (3.1) 
and follows the geometric Brownian motion, (drift aV, volatility sV: constants) 
2VdWsVdtadV VV += , (natural measure),           (3.2) 
The firm pays out dividend in ratio b (const) for a unit of firm value, continuously. 
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Assumption 3: Unexpected default probability in [t, t + dt] is pt dt, and the default intensity pt 
satisfies (2.1); 
Assumption 4: Expected default occurs when  
.const:,or     )();( )( B
tTr
BBbb VeVVtVtVV
−−=≤  
Assumption 5: Expected and unexpected default recovery is Rd = const:10;)( ≤≤⋅ −− ReR tTr  
Assumption 6:  E(dW1⋅dW2) = 0, that is, unexpected default is not correlated with firm value. 
(this is a very likable assumption); 
Assumption 7: Our Corporate bond price is given by a deterministic function C = C(V, p, t); 
A Financial explanation about assumptions:  
Assumption 4) means that we consider the two cases: the first is the case that default boundary 
is constant and second is the case that default boundary is the discounted value of the maturity 
default boundary. Assumption 5) means default recovery is the same with paying R at maturity. 
Here assumption (3.1) is needed to hedge the risk of V as in [Li-Ren 2004], but without it, our 
arguments still hold, too.   
 
The Deriving Pricing PDE Model: 
Here our risk sources V and p are all not traded assets, so we hedge those risks using the 
traded asset S and the “virtual bond” ),(ˆ tpC  (the corporate zero coupon bond with unexpected 
default only , considered in the previous section, its default recovery is denoted by Rˆ ) . 
Construct a portfolio:  
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Here we choose ∆1 and ∆2 such that 
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(ii) The case of default (unexpected) in time interval [t, t + dt] (with probability pt dt);  
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Thus combine the above two cases (i) and (ii) and then from (3.3) 
dΠ = (3.8)×(1 − pt dt) + (3.9)× pt dt = r Π dt . 
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V
Cn ∂
∂−1  to both sides, then we have 
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Here, if we consider the equation (2.6) for ),(ˆ tpC , then we have 
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∂ CRprC
p
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CVbr
V
CVs
p
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t
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dpVp  (3.10) 
Note 1: Here ap(p, t) is the risk neutral drift of p in (2.8) and (r − b) is also the risk neutral drift 
of V. That is, in our equation we can see only risk neutral drifts of p and V on the risk neutral 
martingale measure, although we started with the natural measure, this means our (3.10) is an 
equation of fair price. And this means that in the risk neutral world the firm value satisfies 
2)( VdWsVdtbrdV V+−= , (risk neutral martingale measure)     (3.2)’ 
Note 1: When the assumption (3.1) is not satisfied, using expectation method we can also get 
(3.10) starting with the stochastic differential equation (2.8) and (3.2)’ in risk neutral world. 
 
So considering assumption 5, we have derived the pricing problem: Solve the following 
problem in the region )}(,0,0:),,{( tVVpTttpV b>><<=Σ  
⎪⎪
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2
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V
CVbr
p
Ctpa
V
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p
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t
C
b
b
tTr
b
b
tTr
pVp
        (3.11) 
This is a non-homogeneous equation with variable coefficients and moving barrier. 
Generally speaking, such equations have no solution formulae. But under the above assumptions 
(in particular, 2, 4, 5) and conditions (2.16-1) or (2.16-2) about sp and ap, we can solve it. 
 
As in the above, if we use numeraire as bank save account , that is, the change of unknown 
function  
,)( tTrueC −−=                            (3.12) 
then we get the non homogeneous equation with risk free rate 0: 
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎩
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2
1
2
2
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2
2
2
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Rup
V
uVbr
p
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V
uVs
p
utps
t
u
b
b
b
b
pVp
    (3.13) 
Use again the change of unknown function,  
û = u − R ,                           (3.14) 
then we get the homogeneous equation with risk free rate 0 ; 
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        (3.15) 
Use again the change of unknown function,  
û = W(1 − R),                            (3.16) 
then our defaultable bond price is represented by W as 
)()(
)()()(
)),,(1(),,(
])1([)ˆ(),,(
tTrtTr
tTrtTrtTr
eRtpVWetpVW
eRRWeRuuetpVC
−−−−
−−−−−−
⋅−+=
+−=+==
         (3.17) 
That is, the price of our defaultable bond at time t can be seen as an expectation of the current 
value of the bond in the case of no default and the value of the bond in the case of default at time t. 
So W(V, p, t) in (3.17) can be regarded as a probability at time t of no default in the case of 
unexpected default intensity is p and expected default barrier is Vb. Thus we get the PDE equation 
of no default probability when default intensity is p and expected default barrier is Vb. 
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     (3.18) 
Since the unexpected default related to p and the expected default related to Vb is not 
correlated by assumption 5), we can guess no default probability can be represented as  
),(),(),,( tpgtVftpVW ⋅=                         (3.19) 
Substitute (3.19) into (3.18), then we have  
0),(),(
2
1)(
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
22 =⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −∂
∂+∂
∂+∂
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⎡
∂
∂−+∂
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∂ fpg
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p
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t
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V
fVbr
V
fVs
t
f
ppV . 
So if we solve the following two problems, then we get the solution of (3.18). 
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         (3.20) 
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Remark: Thus, we can regard that g(p, t) is a no default probability with unexpected default 
intensity pt and f(V, t) is a no default probability with expected default barrier Vb. 
 
Since (3.21) is just the same with (2.14), we can easily solve it under the conditions (2-16) and 
(2-18) about sp and ap, the solution of (3.21) is: 
pTtBTtAetpg ),(),(),( −= .                           (3.22) 
where A(t, T) is given by (2.22) and B(t, T) is given by  
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TtB
t
t
t
 (3.23) 
(3.20) can be thought as a pricing equation of a “bond with barrier with risk free rate 0 and 
dividend rate (b − r), a = 0 or r ”. We can easily get the solution using the same method used in 
put-call parity for down and out barrier options (see ch. 8, theorem 1 of [Jiang LS 03] in the case 
of Vb(t) ≡ const and the formula (32) of [OHC 2004] in the case of Vb(t) = e− r (T−t)).  
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1  
Thus we have the no default probability formula and the pricing formula of defaultable zero 
coupon corporate bond with stochastic unexpected default intensity and expected default barrier: 
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(3.25) 
)()( )1)(,,(),,( tTrtTr eRtpVWeRtpVC −−−− −+⋅= .                          (3.26) 
Remark: The formulae (3.25) and (3.26) are also true in the case when the default intensity pt 
satisfies the models (2.16) but do not satisfy one of the conditions of (2.18), although in this case 
B(t, T) cannot have an explicit formula. 
The financial meaning of (3.26) is clear: the first term of (3.26) is the current price of the part 
to be given to bond holder regardless of default occurs or not, and the second term is the 
allowance dependent on default probability at time t. If at some moment t, the default is certain 
(W(V, p, t) = 0), then the price of the bond at t is exactly the current price of default recovery. And 
as shown in formula (3.17) or (3.26), if R = 0, that is, if there is nothing to recover in case of 
default, then the bond price is the product of zero coupon bond and survival probability; and if R = 
1, that is, if there is no any loss in case of default, then the bond price is the same with zero coupon 
bond. 
Using the same method, we can derive a price formula of a credit default swap. Consider a 
credit default swap which pays (1−R)⋅e− r (T − t) in case of unexpected default and the expected 
default before time T to the corporate bond holder and it require the protection buyer must pay the 
price of the credit default swap at the first date of that insurance contract. Let denote our swap by 
S(V, p, t), then it satisfies the following problem in the region 
)}(,0,0:),,{( tVVpTttpV b>><<=Σ . 
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        (3.27) 
Using the same method as the above, we can get 
)()1)(1(),,( tTreRWtpVS −−−−= ,                      (3.28) 
Here W is the no default probability given by (3.25).  
The financial meaning of (3.28) is clear: since the swap contract gives nothing in case of no 
default and gives compensation (1−R)⋅e− r (T − t) in case of default, then the price of the swap 
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contract is the product of the compensation and default probability. 
Remark 1.  The assumption 3 in section 2 and assumption 4, 5 in section 3 (about default 
barrier and recovery) made an important role in deriving analytical pricing formula. If the default 
recovery value was not a discounted value but a constant, then it is rather difficult to change non 
homogeneous equation (2.9) or (3.11) into homogeneous equation (2.12) or (3.15). And if expected 
default recovery and unexpected default recovery were not same, then our logic would not work 
and it would need another method (for example, [Realdon 2004]). 
Remark 2.  In this section, the assumption (3.1) that the firm value is sum of some shares of 
stocks and defaultable bonds made an important role in hedging the risk of firm value V. Here,  
we hedged the risk of firm value V using (3.1) and the unexpected default risk p using the “virtual 
bond” with only unexpected default, so our equation (3.18) has no any drifts on natural measure 
and it gives fair price to our bonds. 
Remark 3. In the case when the drift and squared volatility of default intensity pt are linear on 
p but do not satisfy one of the conditions (2.18), we have semi-analytical formula of bond price, 
because B(t, T) in pricing formulae cannot have an explicit formula. 
$ 4. The Pricing Corporate Zero Coupon Bond with Unexpected Default only 
-The Case with Stochastic Short Rate. 
In order to clarify the effect of stochastic unexpected default intensity, we consider the simplest 
case that the price of corporate zero coupon bond is not effected by the firm value but only 
effected by unexpected default. 
Main Assumptions are as follows:  
Assumption 1:  Risk free rate follows Vasicek model: 
)()( 1 tdWsdtrdr rtrt +−= µθ (risk neutral martingale measure) (4.1) 
Assumption 2: Unexpected default probability in [t, t + dt] is pt dt, the default intensity pt 
satisfies 
,),,(),,( 2dWtprsdttpradp pp += (risk neutral martingale measure)  (4.2) 
.)()()(),,(
,)()()(),,(
2 ptrtttprs
ptrtttpra
p
p
φεδ
χβα
++=
++=
                            (4.3) 
Assumption 3: Unexpected default recovery is given as the following two forms 
(i) Face value recovery: Rd = R⋅Z; R: 0 ≤ R ≤1:const 
here Z is the price at the default time of default free zero coupon bond. 
(ii): Market price recovery: Rd = R×(bond price at the default time), 0 ≤ R ≤1:const 
Assumption 4: Covariances:                        
Cov(dW1, dW2) = ρ                         (4.4) 
Furthermore, after deriving the pricing equation (4.13), we assume that  
ρ = 0,                                (4.5) 
that is, unexpected default is not correlated with the short rate when deriving the pricing formula. 
(This is not seemed to be a likable assumption but we need it to get analytical pricing formula); 
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Assumption 5: The price of our corporate defaultable zero coupon bond with unexpected 
default only is given by a deterministic function  ),,(ˆˆ tprCC =  
A Financial explanation about assumptions:  
We suppose that such a model is not only useful when we do not know the circumstance of the 
firm value but also used as a “virtual bond” to hedge the risk of unexpected default even when we 
know very well about the circumstance of the firm value, as shown in next section.  
The Deriving of PDE model. 
Under the condition (4.1), the price Z(r, t; T) of default free zero coupon bond is given as 
follows: 
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and  
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eB t T
θ
θ
−
− −
=
−=
                                 (4.7) 
Here, we have no any underlying assets with which to hedge the risk of pt. Beside of default 
free zero coupon bond, the only traded asset is our bond as a derivative of our independent 
variable pt and so the only way to construct a hedged portfolio is by hedging one bond with a bond 
of a different maturity [Wilmott 98].  
Let denote the price of a bond with maturity Ti and default recovery Ri by Ci(r, p, t; Ti), i = 1, 2. 
Construct a portfolio:  
Π = C1 − ∆1Z − ∆2C2 
such that it is risk-free, that is, 
dΠ = dC1 − ∆1dZ − ∆2dC2 = rΠdt                    (4.8) 
(i) The case of no default (with probability 1 − pt dt) 
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(ii) The case of default (with probability pt dt) 
),()( 222111 CRdZCRd −∆−∆−−=Π                     (4.11) 
If we combine (i) and (ii), dΠ = (4.10)×(1−ptdt)+(4.11)×ptdt = rΠdt, and neglecting the higher 
order infinitesimal of dt, then we have 
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Here consider (4.6) and (4.9), then  
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The left hand of this equation is a function of T1 but not T2, and the right hand is a a function of T2 
but not T1, so the both sides must be a function −a(r, p ,t) independent of T1, T2. Thus we have  
).,,(
)()(]2[
2
1
2
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2
2
2
2
2
tpru
p
C
CRprC
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pr
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rpprr
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∂
∂
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∂+∂
∂+∂
∂ µθρ
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Let 
,
),,(
),,(),,(
),,(
tprs
tprutpra
tpr
p
p −=λ   
that is, 
),,,(),,(),,(),,( tprtprstpratpru pp λ−=                 (4.12) 
then λ(r, p, t) is called a market price of risk pt and u(r, p, t) is called a risk neutral drift of pt, that 
is, u(r, p, t) is the coefficient of dt in stochastic differential equation for p in the risk neutral 
martingale measure)[Wilmott 1998], so from the assumption (4.3),  
),,,(),,( tpratpru p=  
Thus we have the PDE model of the price ),,(ˆˆ tprCC = of our corporate defaultable zero 
coupon bond with unexpected default only (default intensity pt and recovery Rd):  
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
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∂
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prTtpRCpr
p
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pr
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C
d
prpprr µθρ
     (4.13) 
Solving: 
4.1 The Case of Face Value Recovery (Rd = R⋅Z; R: 0 ≤ R ≤1:const);  
Then (4.13) is changed to 
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
>>=
>><<=+
+−∂
∂+∂
∂−+∂
∂+∂
∂+∂
∂
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2
2
prTprC
prTttrpRZ
Cpr
p
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r
Cr
p
Cs
r
Cs
t
C
prpr µθ
        (4.14) 
In order to get solution formula, we assume that the drift and volatility of p is not related to 
short rate r , that is,  
β(t) = ε(t) = 0 in (4.3),                       (4.3′) 
ρ = 0 
Use numeraire as zero coupon bond price Z, that is, the change of unknown function and 
variable  
),(),(),,(ˆ tputrZtprC ⋅= ,                         (4.15) 
consider (4.7) and divide both sides by Z, then we get the non homogeneous equation with linear 
non homogeneous term Rp and risk free rate 0: 
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⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>=
<<>=−−++
)0(   ,1),(
)0,0(,0)(),(),(
2
1 2
pTpu
TtpRuputpautpsu pppppt         (4.16) 
Use again the change of unknown function ,  
û = u − R ,                                          (4.17) 
then we get the homogeneous equation with risk free rate 0 ; 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>−=
<<>=−++
)0(    ,1),(ˆ
)0,0(          ,0ˆˆ),(ˆ),(
2
1ˆ 2
pRTpu
Ttpuputpautpsu pppppt   (4.18) 
Use again the change of unknown function ,  
û = W(1 − R),                            (4.19) 
then our defaultable bond price is represented by W as 
})],(1[),(){,(
])1([)ˆ(),,(ˆ
RtpWtpWtrZ
RRWZZRuuZtprC
−+=
+−=+==              (4.20) 
That is, the price of our defaultable bond at time t can be seen as an expectation of the current 
value of the bond in the case of no default and the value of the bond in the case of default at time t. 
So W(p, t) in (4.20) can be regarded as a probability at time t of no default in the case of 
unexpected default intensity is pt. Thus we get the PDE equation of no default probability when 
default intensity is pt  
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>=
<<>=−++
)0(    ,1),(
)0,0(          ,0),(),(
2
1 2
pTpW
TtppWWtpaWtpsW pppppt       (4.21) 
Then under the assumption (4.3) and (4.3′) we have the solution of (4.21) in the form of  
pTtBTtAetpW ),(),(),( −= .                           (4.22) 
Here if  
,)()(),,(
,)()(),(
2 ptttprs
ptttpa
p
p
φδ
χα
+=
+=
                        (4.23) 
then B(t, T) and A(t, T) are the solution of the following ordinary differential equations: 
.01)(
2
1)( 2 =+−+′ BtBtB φχ                   (4.24) 
0)()(
2
1 2 =−+′ BtBtA αδ                        (4.25) 
From W(p, T) = 1, we know that 
A(T, T) = B(T, T) = 0 
As shown in section 2, (4.24) has the following solutions under the some restrictions on the 
coefficients for (4.23): 
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⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
>⋅⋅++=−
≠⋅+⋅−=−−−
⋅+=−
=
.const:0,)()()],(2/th[/2
,const:0,)())((,))(exp(1
,)()(,
),(
CdWpCtdttdptTCC
cdWtdtpctdp
c
tTc
dWtdttdptT
TtB
t
t
t
δα
δα
δα
(4.26) 
Here  
xx
xx
ee
eex −
−
+
−=)th( . 
(These cases include Vasicek model (α, χ, δ: const, φ = 0), Ho-Lee model (χ = 0, δ: const, φ = 0) 
and  Hull-White model (χ, δ: const, φ = 0) ). Once B(t) is known, then A(t) is given by 
∫ −−=
T
t
dssBssBsTtA )]()(
2
1)()([),( 2δα                       (4.27) 
Thus, In the case when the default intensity pt satisfies the condition of (4.26), the price of 
corporate bond with unexpected default intensity pt is given by 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )
(4.28)
(4.29)
ˆ ( , , ) ( , ) (1 ) ,
( , ) (1 ) ,
A t T B t T p A t T B t T p
A t T B t T p
C r p t Z r t e e R
Z r t R R e
− −
−
⎡ ⎤= + −⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤= + −⎣ ⎦
 
where B(t, T) and A(t, T) are respectively given by (4.26) and (4.27).  
Remark 1: The formulae (4.28) and (4.29) are also true in the case when the default intensity pt 
satisfies the models (4.23) but not the conditions in (4.26), although in this case B(t, T) cannot 
have an explicit formula. 
Remark 2: The financial meaning of (4.28) is clear as mentioned in the above. The financial 
meaning of (4.29) is as follows: the first term of (4.29) is the current price of the part to be given 
to bond holder regardless of default occurs or not, and the second term is the allowance 
dependent on default probability at time t. If at some moment t, the default is certain (W(p, t) = 0), 
then the price of the bond at t is exactly the current price of default recovery. If default recovery is 
zero, that is, R = 0, then the ratio of the defaultable bond price and default free zero coupon bond 
price is the very no default probability. If default recovery is full, that is, R = 1, then default event 
does not effect to the bond price and defaultable bond price is the same with default free zero 
coupon bond price. 
4.2 The Case of Market price Recovery (Rd = R⋅C; R: 0 ≤ R ≤1:const);  
Then (4.13) is changed to 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
<<>>=
=−+−∂
∂+∂
∂−+∂
∂+∂
∂+∂
∂
)0,0,0(,1),,(ˆ
,0ˆ))1((
ˆˆ
)(]
ˆˆ
[
2
1ˆ
2
2
2
2
2
2
TtprTprC
CRpr
p
Ca
r
Cr
p
Cs
r
Cs
t
C
prpr µθ         (4.
30) 
Here, in order to get solution formula, we assumed that 
ρ = 0. 
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Then we can find the solution of (4.30) in the form of  
pTtCrTtBTtAetprC ),(),(),(),,(ˆ −−= .                      (4.31) 
Generally, in (4.31) it is impossible to find C, B, A explicitly, but in 3 important cases, we can find 
them and C, B, A are respectively given as follows: (see appendix 2). 
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
>⋅⋅++++=
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−−
⋅+++=−−
≠⋅++⋅++=
−−+−
=
.0,)()(])()([
,)(
2
)1(th)1(2
)()(])()([),)(1(
,0,)()(])()([
,))(exp()1(1
),(
when
when
when
cdWpcrttdtrttdp
tTcR
c
R
dWrttdtrttdptTR
cdWrttdtpcrttdp
c
tTcRR
TtC
εδβα
εδβα
εδβα
(4.32) 
,)1)()()()(
2
1(),( )()( 2 ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−−= ∫ −−− T
t
dueuCuuCueTtB uTtT θθ βε           (4.33) 
∫ −⋅−+=
T
t
rr duuCuuBsuCuuBTtA )]()(2
1)(
2
1)()()([),( 222 δαθµ ,           (4.34) 
Then our defaultable bond price is represented as (4.31).  
Let denote the no default probability by W. In the case of market price recovery, default 
recovery is ),,(ˆ tprCR , and thus  
)],,(ˆ),([),,(ˆ
),,(ˆ]1[),(),,(ˆ
tprCRtrZWtprCR
tprCRWtrWZtprC
−+=
−+=
              (4.35) 
Thus no default probability at t is given by 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=
<≤−
−
==
,1,1
,10,
),,(ˆ),(
),,(ˆ),,(ˆ
),,(
R
R
tprCRtrZ
tprCRtprC
tprWW              (4.36) 
Remark 3: The formulae (4.31), (4.35) are also true in the case when the default intensity pt 
satisfies the models (4.3) but does not satisfy one of the conditions in (4.32), although in this case 
C(t, T) cannot have an explicit formula like (4.32). 
Remark 4: The financial meaning of (4.35) is as follows: the second term of (4.35) is the 
current price of the part to be given to bond holder regardless of default occurs or not, and the 
second term is the allowance dependent on default probability at time t. If at some moment t, the 
default is certain (W(p, t) = 0), then the price of the bond at t is exactly the current price of default 
recovery. If default recovery is zero, that is, R = 0, then the ratio of the defaultable bond price and 
default free zero coupon bond price is the very no default probability. If default recovery is full, 
that is, R = 1, then C(t, T) = 0 in (4.32) and default event does not effect to the bond price and 
defaultable bond price is the same with default free zero coupon bond price. 
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Note:[Wilmott1998] noted that (4.14) has the solution of the form of (4.15), (4.31) when default recovery = 0. 
$ 5. The Pricing Corporate Zero Coupon Bond with Both Expected and 
Unexpected Defaults - The Case with Stochastic Short Rate.  
In this section, we studied the pricing formula of the Corporate Zero Coupon Bond with both 
of expected default and unexpected default. Here we used the “Corporate Zero Coupon Bond with 
Unexpected Default only” (considered in previous section) as a “virtual bond” to hedge the risk of 
unexpected default in deriving the pricing PDE. 
Main Assumptions are as follows:  
Assumption 1: Risk free rate follows Vasicek model: 
)()( 1 tdWsdtrdr rtrt +−= µθ .                       (5.1) 
Assumption 2: The firm value V consists of m shares of traded assets S and n sheets of zero 
coupon bonds: 
ttt nCmSV +=                               (5.2) 
and follows the geometric Brownian motion (volatility sV are assumed to be constant): 
)()()()( 2 tdWtVsdttrVtdV V+=  (risk neutral measure)        (5.3) 
Assumption 3: Expected default occurs when  
const,:),,( ),();,( BBbb VtrZVtrVtrVV =≤  
where Z(r, t) is the price of default free zero coupon bond. 
Assumption 4: Unexpected default probability : in [t, t + dt] is pt dt: the default intensity pt 
satisfies 
      ,),(),( 3dWtpsdttpadp pp += (risk neutral measure)           (5.4) 
.)()(),(
,)()(),(
2 ptetdtps
ptctbtpa
p
p
+=
+=
                                 (5.5) 
Assumption 5: Expected and unexpected default recovery is exogenous face value recovery:  
Rd = R⋅Z; R: 0 ≤ R ≤1:const, 
Assumption 6:  
dWi ⋅ dWj = ρij dt,  i = 1, 2, 3                  (5.6) 
Furthermore, we assume that ρ23 = 0, that is, unexpected default is not correlated with firm 
value(this is a very likable assumption) and, after deriving the pricing quation (5.18) and no 
default probability equation (5.26), we assume that ρ13 = 0, that is, unexpected default is not 
correlated with the short rate when deriving the pricing formula. (This is not seemed to be a 
likable assumption but we need it to get analytical pricing formula); 
Assumption 7: Corporate defaultable zero coupon bond price is given by a deterministic 
function  
C = C(r, V, p, t) 
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PDE Model 
Here our risk sources r, V and p are all not traded assets, so we hedge those risks using the 
traded asset S , default free zero coupon bond Z(r, t) and the “virtual bond” ),,(ˆ tprC  (the 
corporate zero coupon bond with unexpected default only , considered in the previous section, its 
default recovery is denoted by Rˆ ) . 
Construct a portfolio:  
ZCSC 321 ˆ ∆−∆−∆−=Π  
so that  
.ˆ 321 dtrdZCddSdCd Π=∆−∆−∆−=Π                    (5.7) 
From (5.2) we have  
ZCV
m
C
m
n
32
11 ˆ)1( ∆−∆−∆−∆+=Π ,                    (5.8) 
So 
dZCddV
m
dC
m
nd 3211 ˆ)1( ∆−∆−∆−∆+=Π              (5.9) 
(i) The case of no default (unexpected) in time interval [t, t + dt]:  (with probability 1 − pt dt): 
By the two dimensional Itô formula, we have 
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Here we choose ∆1, ∆2 and ∆3 such that 
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that is,  
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then we have 
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(5.11) 
(ii) The case of default (unexpected) in time interval [t, t + dt] (with probability pt dt);  
In this case Since we have 
CRCdCRdC d ˆˆˆ, −=−= , 
then substitute them and (5.10) into (5.9), then  
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Thus combine the above two cases (i) and (ii) and then from (5.7) 
dΠ = (5.11)×(1 − pt dt) + (5.12)× pt dt = r Π dt . 
Consider (5.8) and (5.10), then 
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neglect higher order infinitesimal of dt and multiply 
V
Cn ∂
∂−1  to both sides, then we have 
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Here, if we consider the equations (4.13) for ),(ˆ tpC and (4.6) for Z, then we have 
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Note 1: When the assumption (5.2) is not satisfied, using expectation method we can also get 
(5.13) in risk neutral world. 
 
Thus we have the PDE model for defaultable bond with Both Expected and Unexpected 
Defaults in the case with stochastic short rate r and stochastic default intensity p: Solve the 
following problem in the region {( , , , ) : 0 , 0, , 0}Br V p t t T r V V Z pΣ = < < > > >  
2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2
12 132 2 2
1 ( 2 2 )
2
( ) ( ( , ) ) 0
( , , , ) 1,
( , , , ) ,
( 0 or  0) : bounded
( or  ) : bounded.
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→ ∞ → ∞⎩
⎪⎪
(5.14) 
Remark: This is a non-homogeneous equation with the coefficients dependent on time and 
space variables and moving barrier. In this problem, {V = 0} are degenerated boundaries of Σ 
and we need not to give the boundary value there. In fact, Fichera’s criteria is  
,),cos(
)(
)(
4
1
0}  {
4
1
∑ ∑
= =∈= ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
∂
∂−=
i
Vxi
j j
ij
i xnx
xa
xbB G  
here 
x = (r, V, p, t), b(x) = [bi] = [θ(µ − r), rV, ap(p, t), 1], 
0)()(,2/)(,)( 2423
22
221221 ==== xaxaVsxaVssxa VVrρ  
Thus  
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.00][
0
2 ≥=−= =VVsrVB  
Solving: 
Use numeraire as zero coupon bond price Z, that is, the change of unknown function and 
variable (5.8) 
.),,,(),,(,
Z
tpVrCtpxu
Z
Vx ==                     (5.15) 
Then  
)(,),(
,,,)(
,),(,,
222
2
2
tB
Z
ZZuCxuuZC
ZuxCVZuxVC
Z
ZuxxuuZC
ZuCxuuZCZxuVCuZZxuZuC
r
ppppxpprrp
xxVVrxxVr
r
xxxrrrr
ppxrrxVttxtt
−==−=
=−=+−=
=−==+−=
   (5.16) 
(Here )(tB  is defined in (4.7). Substitute (5.15) and (5.16) into (5.14), consider the equation 
(4.6) for Z(r, t), divide both sides by Z, then we get the non homogeneous equation zero risk free 
rate : 
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎨
⎧
<<>∞→→
<<>∞→
<<>=
>>=
<<>>=−−
−++
++++
)0,(         bounded:)or 0(
)0,0(  ,bounded:)(
)0,0( ,),,(
)0,(   ,1),,(
)0,0,(,0)(
])(2),([})(2
),(])(2)({[
2
1
1313
22
12
222
TtVxppu
TtpXu
TtpRtpVu
pVxTpxu
TtpVxRup
ustBstpaxustBs
utpsuxstBsstBsu
b
B
B
B
pprppxpr
pppxxVrVrt
ρρ
ρ
       (5.17) 
Use again the change of unknown function ,  
û = u − R ,                                          (5.18) 
).,()(2),(),(
),,()(),(
,0)(2)()(
13
13,
12
2222
tpstBstpatpa
tpstBstp
stBsstBst
prpp
prxp
VrVrx
ρ
ρρ
ρ
−=
=
≥++=Σ
               (5.19) 
then we get the homogeneous equation with risk free rate 0 ; 
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎨
⎧
<<>∞→→
<<>∞→
<<>=
>>−=
<<>>=−+
++Σ+
)0,(         bounded:)or 0(ˆ
)0,0(  ,bounded:)(ˆ
)0,0( ,0),,(ˆ
)0,(    ,1),,(ˆ
)0,0,(          ,0ˆˆ),(
]ˆ),(2ˆ),(ˆ)([
2
1ˆ ,
222
TtVxppu
TtpXu
TtptpVu
pVxRTpxu
TtpVxuputpa
uxtputpsuxtu
b
B
B
Bpp
pxxppppxxxt ρ
       (5.20) 
Use again the change of unknown function  
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û = W(1 − R),                            (5.21) 
then our defaultable bond price is represented by W as 
ˆ( , , , ) ( ) [ (1 ) ]
( , , ) [1 ( , , )]
C r V p t uZ u R Z W R R Z
V VW p t Z W p t RZ
Z Z
= = + = − +
= + −              (5.22) 
That is, the price of our defaultable bond at time t can be seen as an expectation of the current 
value of the bond in the case of no default and the value of the bond in the case of default at time t. 
So W(V/Z, p, t) in (5.22) can be regarded as a probability at time t of no default in the case of 
unexpected default intensity is pt and expected default barrier is VB⋅Z(r, t). Thus we get the PDE 
equation of no default probability when default intensity is pt and expected default barrier is 
VB⋅Z(r, t). 
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎨
⎧
<<>∞→→
<<>∞→
<<>=
>>=
<<>>=−+
++Σ+
)0,(         bounded:)or 0(
)0,0(  ,bounded:)(
)0,0( ,0),,(
)0,(    ,1),,(
)0,0,(          ,0),(
]),(),()([
2
1
,
222
TtVxppW
TtpxW
TtptpVW
pVxTpxW
TtpVxpWWtpa
xWtpWtpsWxtW
b
B
B
Bpp
pxxppppxxxt ρ
       (5.23) 
From the assumption 6) ρ13 = 0, ρp,x(p, t) = 0 in (5.23), so (5.23) is changed to 
,0),(]),()([
2
1 222 =−++Σ+ pWWtpaWtpsWxtW pppppxxxt        (5.24) 
and we can guess no default probability can be represented as  
),(),(),,( tpgtxftpxW ⋅=                         (5.25) 
Substitute (5.25) into (5.24), then we have  
0),(),(
2
1)(
2
1 222 =⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −+++⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ Σ+ fpggtpagtpsggfxtf ppppptxxxt . 
So if we solve the following two problems, then we get the solution of (5.27). 
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
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⎧
<<∞→
>=
<<=
><<=Σ+
)0(,bounded:)(
)(,1),(
)0(,0),(
),0(,0)(
2
1 22
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VVTxf
TttVf
VxTtfxtf
B
B
Bxxxt
                     (5.26) 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>=
><<=−++
)0(,1),(
)0,0(,0),(),(
2
1 2
pTpg
pTtpggtpagtpsg pppppt     (5.27) 
Remark: Thus, we can regard that g(p, t) is a no default probability with unexpected default 
intensity pt and f(V/Z, t) is a no default probability with expected default barrier VB Z. 
 
Under the assumption (5.5), the solution of (5.27) has the form of 
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pTtBTtAetpg ),(),(),( −= ,                         (5.28) 
here A(t, T) is given by  
∫ −−= T
t
dssBsdsBsbTtA )]()(
2
1)()([),( 2 ,                      (5.29) 
and in the following special cases we can get B(t, T) as in previous section; 
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
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),(
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c
tTc
TtB
t
t
t
 (5.30) 
 (5.26) can be thought as a pricing equation of a “bond with barrier with zero risk free rate , 
zero dividend rate and time dependent volatility”.  
)!,(),(,)(,)(
0
2
0
2 sxftxfduuTduus
T
x
t
x =Σ=Σ= ∫∫ ∗             (5.31) 
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B
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              (5.32) 
Using the same method used in put-call parity for down and out barrier options (see ch. 8, theorem 
1 of [Jiang LS 03], we can get  
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−= )()(),( 21 dNV
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2
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,
)(
2
1ln
21                (5.34) 
Returning to original variable, then  
⎥⎦
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2 2
2
2 2
1 1ln ( ) ln ( )
2 2
.
( ) ( )
T T
B B
x x
t t
T T
x x
t t
V V Zu du u du
x V
d
u du u du
− Σ − Σ
= =
Σ Σ
∫ ∫
∫ ∫
             (5.36) 
Here )(2 uxΣ  is given by (5.19), (4.7). 
The No default probability formula:  
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−=⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ − )()(,, 21),(),( dNZV
VdNetp
Z
VW
B
pTtBTtA ,             (5.37) 
The Pricing formula of defaultable zero coupon corporate bond with stochastic unexpected 
default intensity and expected default barrier: 
( , ) ( , )
1 2
( , , , ) ( , , )(1 )
(1 ) ( ) ( ) ,A t T B t T p
B
VC r V p t RZ W p t R Z
Z
VRZ e R ZN d N d
V
−
= + −
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞= + − −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
          (5.38) 
21, dd  in (5.37) and (5.38) are defined in (5.36). 
The financial meaning of (5.38) is clear: the first term of (5.38) is the current price of the part 
to be given to bond holder regardless of default occurs or not, and the second term is the 
allowance dependent on default probability at time t. If at some moment t, the default is certain 
(W(V/Z, p, t) = 0), then the price of the bond at t is exactly the current price of default recovery. 
And as shown in formula (5.38) , if R = 0, that is, if there is nothing to recover in case of default, 
then the bond price is the product of zero coupon bond and survival probability; and if R = 1, that 
is, if there is no any loss in case of default, then the bond price is the same with zero coupon bond. 
Using the same method, we can derive a price formula of a credit default swap. Consider a 
credit default swap which pays (1−R)⋅Z in case of unexpected default and the expected default 
before time T to the corporate bond holder and it require the protection buyer must pay the price of 
the credit default swap at the first date of that insurance contract. Let denote our swap by S(Z, V, p, 
t), then it satisfies the following problem in the region 
{( , , , ) : 0 , 0, , 0}Br V p t t T r V V Z pΣ = < < > > >  
2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2
12 132 2 2
1 ( 2 2 )
2
( ) ( ) (1 ) ( , ) 0
( , , , ) 0,
( , , , ) (1 ) ,
( 0 or  0) : bounded
( or  ) : bounded.
r r V V r p p
r p
B
S S S S S Ss s s V s V s s s
t r r V V r p p
S S Sr rV a r p S p R Z r t
r V p
S r V p T
S r V Z p t R Z
S r p
S p V
ρ ρ
θ µ
⎧∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ + + + +⎪ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂+ − + + − + + − =∂ ∂ ∂⎨ =
= −
→ →
→ ∞ → ∞
⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(5.39) 
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Using the same method as the above, we can get 
( , , , ) (1 )(1 )S r V p t W R Z= − − ,                      (5.40) 
Here W is the no default probability given by (5.37).  
The financial meaning of (5.40) is clear: since the swap contract gives nothing in case of no 
default and gives compensation (1−R)⋅Z in case of default, then the price of the swap contract is 
the product of the compensation and default probability. 
Remark 1.  In this section, the assumption 3) about expected default barrier, the assumption 5) 
about default recovery function and the assumption 6) about no correlations of unexpected default 
intensity pt with firm value V and short rate r made an important role in deriving analytical pricing 
formula. If the default recovery value was not a discounted value but a constant, then it is rather 
difficult to change non homogeneous equation (5.14) into homogeneous equation (5.20). And if 
expected default recovery and unexpected default recovery were not same, then our logic would 
not work and it might need another method.  
Remark 2.  In this section, the assumption (5.1) that the firm value is sum of some shares of 
stocks and defaultable bonds made an important role in hedged the risk of firm value V In this 
section, we hedged the risk of firm value V using (5.1), the risk of unexpected default intensity p 
using the “virtual bond” with only unexpected default and the risk of short rate r using default free 
zero coupon bond Z, so our equation (5.13) has no any drifts on natural measure and it gives fair 
price to our bonds. 
Remark 3. The assumption (5.2) about the model of short rate is not essential in deriving 
pricing formula but the fact that the default free zero coupon bond price Z is given by exponential 
function of type (4.7) are essential for our formula. So not only Vasicek Model but Ho-Lee model 
or Hull-White model also do work well. 
Remark 4. In the case when the drift and squared volatility of default intensity pt are linear on r 
and p but do not satisfy the special conditions like (4.32), we have semi-analytical formula of 
bond price, because C(t, T) in pricing formulae cannot have an explicit formula. 
$6. Credit Spread Analysis 
In this section, we will illustrate properties of credit spreads implied by the above model. For 
simplicity, we deal with constant short rate case. The credit spread is defined as the difference 
between the yields of defaultable and default-free bonds and is given by the following expression: 
( )log( ( , , ) / )r T tC V p t eCS
T t
− −
= − −                    (4.1) 
This simplifies in our model to 
log( ( , , )(1 ))R W V p t RCS
T t
+ −= − −                  (4.2) 
In order to study the properties of credit spreads, we consider a base case environment with the 
following parameters values:  
current time t = 0, default recovery R = 0.5, short rate r = 0.07, firm dividend rate b = 0.03,  
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firm value volatility sV = 0.2, V/VB = 1.5; 
and in unexpected default intensity model (2.8) and (2.16) or (3.23), we set 
b(t) = 0.1, c(t) = 1.4248 × 0.0038, d(t) = 0.01312 , e(t) = 0. 
(Collin-Solnik (2001) obtained maximum likelihood estimates of the credit spread parameters 
using investment grade corporate bonds data and we followed their estimates as Hou (2003) did). 
In the following, we will show the effects of default intensity on the magnitude and shape of 
the term structure of credit spreads. Figure 1 and 4 show, as one would expect that an increase in 
default intensity increases the credit spreads. Figure 2 and 5 show the effects of default intensity 
on the term structure of credit spreads. The credit spreads derived are different from zero for very 
short maturity and the effect decrease as maturity increase. Figure 3 and 6 show the effects of 
default intensity on the term structure of bond price and the effect increase as maturity increase.  
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Figure 1. credit spread – default intensity plot (CS - p), p = 0.1 ~ 1, Vb(t) = VB 
 
Figure 2. credit spread – maturity plot (CS - T), T = 0.1 ~ 3, Vb(t) = VB 
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Figure 3. bond price – maturity plot (C - T), T = 0.1 ~ 3, Vb(t) = VB 
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Figure 4. credit spread – default intensity plot (CS - p), p = 0.1 ~ 1, Vb(t) = VBe-r(T-t) 
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Figure 5. credit spread – maturity plot (CS - T), T = 0.1 ~ 3, Vb(t) = VBe-r(T-t) 
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Figure 6. bond price – maturity plot (C - T), T = 0.1 ~ 3, Vb(t) = VBe
-r(T-t)
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Appendix 1.   The Proof of (2.18) and (2.19) 
From (2.17) we have  
2;);( WBWWBWpBAWW pppt =−=′−′= ,              (A .1) 
and substitute (A .1), (2.17) and (2.16) into (2.14) and divide by W , then 
0)1)()(
2
1()()(
2
1 22 =−++′−+−+′ BtcBteBpBtbBtdA        (A .2) 
Differentiate on p, then 
.01)(
2
1)( 2 =+−−′ BteBtcB                        (A .3) 
So if we consider (A .3) in (A. 2), then  
0)()(
2
1 2 =−+′ BtbBtdA                           (A .4) 
From W(p, T) = 1, we know that 
A(T, T) = B(T, T) = 0 
(A .3) is well known Riccati equation in the case of e(t) ≠ 0 . If B would be known, then (A .4) 
is easily integrated: 
∫ −−=
T
t
dssBsdsBsbTtA )]()(
2
1)()([),( 2                 (A .5) 
where we took into account A(T, T) = 0.  
Generally, (A .3) can not be solved, but in many important cases, we can solve it. 
Case 1)      c(t) ≡ c (const);   e(t) ≡ 0; that is   
dWtddtpctbdpt ⋅+⋅−= )())((                    (A .6) 
(This case includes Vasicek model (b, c, d : const, e = 0), Ho-Lee model (c = 0, e = 0, d: const) and  
Hull-White model (c, d: const, e = 0) ). Then (A .3) is  
1−=′ cBB , 
the solution is  
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=−
≠−−−=
.0,
,0,))(exp(1
),(
ctT
c
c
tTc
TtB                     (A .7) 
Case 2)      c(t) ≡ 0;   e(t) ≡ C > 0 (const); that is   
dWpCtddttbdpt ⋅⋅++= )()(                      (A .8) 
Then (A .3) is  
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01
2
2 =+−′ BCB , 
the solution is given as follows [Kamke 1980]: 
)](2/th[/2),( tTCCTtB −= ,                     (A .9) 
where  
xx
xx
ee
eex −
−
+
−=)th( .                               (A .10) 
Appendix 2. The Proof of (4.32), (4.33) and (4.34) 
From (4.31)  
)(ˆˆ);(ˆˆ
);(ˆˆ);(ˆˆ
);)()()((ˆˆ
2
2
tCCCtCCC
tBCCtBCC
ptCrtBtACC
ppp
rrr
t
⋅=⋅−=
⋅=⋅−=
′−′−′⋅=
               (A .11) 
and substitute (4.31), (A .11) and (4.3) into (4.30) , then 
.0]}1))()()()(
2
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2
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2
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αθµδ
 
Divide both sides by C and differentiate on p and r then we get 
2 2 2
2
2
(A.12)
(A.13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),
2 2
1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1,
2
1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1,
2
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 0.
r rA t B t t C t s B t t C t
B t B t t C t t C t
C t t C t t C t R
A T T B T T C T T
θµ α δ
θ ε β
φ χ
′ = + − ⋅ −
′ − = − −
′ − + = −
= = =
 
Once (A .14) is solved, then (A .12) and (A .13) are easily solved. (A .14) is well-known Riccati 
equation in the case of χ(t) ≠ 0. Generally, (A .14) can not be solved, but in many important cases, 
we can solve it. 
Case 1)      χ(t) ≡ c (const);   φ(t) ≡ 0; that is 
,)()(),,(,)()(),,( 2 rtttprspcrtttpra pp εδβα +=⋅++=      (A .16) 
or  
dWrttdtpcrttdp ⋅++⋅++= )()(])()([ εδβα ,             (A .17) 
then (A .14) becomes 
1)()( −+⋅−=′ RtCctC , 
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the solution is  
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=−−
≠−−+−=
.0),)(1(
,0,))(exp()1(1
),(
ctTR
c
c
tTcRR
TtC                     (A .18) 
Case 2)      χ(t) ≡ 0;   φ(t) ≡ c > 0 (const); that is   
,)()(),,(,)()(),,( 2 pcrtttprsrtttpra pp ⋅++=+= εδβα      (A .19) 
or  
dWpcrttdtrttdp ⋅⋅++++= )()(])()([ εδβα ,             (A .10) 
Then (A .14) becomes  
,1)(
2
)( 2 −+=′ RtCctC  
the solution is given as follows [Kamke 1980, p342]: 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−−= )(
2
)1(th)1(2),( tTcR
c
RTtC ,                     (A .21) 
 
